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Abstract

Objective—To investigate whether the human cerebellum takes part in fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex.

Methods—A group of 10 cerebellar patients (eight patients with lesions involving the medial cerebellum, two patients with circumscribed lesions of the cerebellar hemispheres) was compared with a group of 16 age and sex matched healthy control subjects. The fear conditioned potentiation paradigm consisted of three phases. During the first, habituation phase subjects received 20 successive acoustic blink stimuli. In the subsequent fear conditioning phase, subjects passed through 20 paired presentations of the unconditioned fear stimulus (US; an electric shock) and the conditioned stimulus (CS; a light). Thereafter, subjects underwent the potentiation phase, which consisted of a pseudorandom order of 12 trials of the acoustic blink stimulus alone, 12 acoustic blink stimuli paired with the conditioned stimulus, and six conditioned stimuli paired with the unconditioned stimulus. The EMG of the acoustic blink reflex was recorded at the orbicularis oculi muscles. The potentiation effect was determined as the difference in normalised peak amplitude of the blink reflex evoked by pairs of CS and acoustic blink stimuli and evoked by the acoustic stimulus alone.

Results—In the habituation phase, short term habituation of the acoustic blink reflex was preserved in all cerebellar patients. However, in the potentiation phase, the potentiation effect of the blink reflex was significantly reduced in patients with medial cerebellar lesions compared with the controls (mean (SD) potentiation effect (%), patients: −6.4 (15.3), controls: 21.6 (35.6)), but was within normal limits in the two patients with lateral lesions.

Conclusions—The present findings suggest that the human medial cerebellum is involved in associative learning of non-specific aversive reactions—that is, the fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex.
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Several animal and human studies indicate that the intermediate cerebellum is involved in conditioning of specific aversive reactions, in particular of the eyelink and limb flexion reflex.1 2 Animal studies suggest an additional role of medial parts of the cerebellum in habituation and conditioning of non-specific aversive reactions. For example, the cerebellar vermis has been shown to have a role in long term habituation of the acoustic startle reflex.3 4 The startle reflex is a non-specific aversive reaction which preserves animals from blows or attacks by stiffening the muscles of neck, body wall, and limbs.6 7 Well known brain stem circuits are involved in the generation of the acoustically evoked startle reflex.7 Latencies of the activity in the orbicularis oculi muscles elicited by the acoustic startle stimulus are significantly shorter compared with the latencies of other muscle groups—for example, sternocleidomastoid muscles.8 Therefore, some authors suggest that the startle response of orbicularis oculi muscles is an acoustic blink reflex, which is separate from the startle reflex. However, other authors consider the acoustic blink reflex to be the first event of the startle reflex.6 9

Brown et al10 first demonstrated that the amplitude of the acoustic startle reflex in rats can be augmented by presenting the eliciting acoustic startle stimulus together with a cue which has previously been paired with a painful shock. The paradigm is called “fear conditioned potentiation of the startle reflex”. In this conditioning paradigm, a central state of fear has been proposed to serve as the conditioned response. In human studies, the conditioned fear is commonly determined by the increase of the acoustic blink reflex amplitude in the presence of a cue previously paired with an unpleasant stimulus.10 11

Stimulation of the anterior cerebellar vermis was found to augment the startle reflex in the fear potentiated startle paradigm in rats,14 suggesting involvement of the vermis in fear conditioning of the startle reflex in animals. However, Hitchcock and Davis15 transected the cerebellar peduncles bilaterally without any effect on the conditioned fear. To date, it remains open whether the cerebellar vermis is involved in fear conditioned potentiation of the startle reflex. The aim of the present study was to investigate a possible involvement of the medial cerebellum in fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex in humans.
Material and methods

SUBJECTS

Ten cerebellar patients were tested (eight males, two females; mean age 33.8 (SD 18.8) years, range 11–64 years). Eight patients presented with lesions primarily of the medial cerebellum. Six of them had cerebellar lesions due to surgery for midline tumours such as astrocytoma (n=5) or medulloblastoma (n=1). The two other patients presented with degenerative disorders classified as idiopathic cerebellar ataxia (IDCA) according to Harding" in one patient and spinocerebellar ataxia type 6 (SCA 6) in the other. Both patients showed marked atrophy of the cerebellar vermis on recent MRI. In addition, two cerebellar patients presented with lateral lesions due to haemorrhagic stroke or surgery of haemangioblastoma. The degree of ataxia was assessed according to the International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale of the World Federation of Neurology (WFN) scale." None of the patients showed signs of extracerebellar lesions on brain scans and on neurological examination. Descriptive statistics of the patients are shown in the table.

Sixteen age and sex matched controls (13 male, three female; mean age 29.6 (16.1) years, range 12–64 years) without neurological or general medical limitations participated. There were no hearing or visual abnormalities, based on clinical examination in patients and controls. All subjects gave informed consent. The ethics committee of the University of Essen has approved the project.

PROTOCOLS

A fear conditioned potentiation paradigm of the startle reflex based on previous animal and human studies was used." Subjects were in a supine position on an examination couch in a quiet room with their eyes closed. The protocol was divided into three phases. In the first, the patients and controls passed through a habituation phase, in which subjects received solely the acoustic blink stimulus. In the second, fear conditioning phase the subjects received paired presentations of a conditioned stimulus (CS), a light, and an electric shock as unconditioned fear stimulus (US). In the third, potentiation phase the subjects passed through a pseudorandom order of acoustic blink stimuli alone and acoustic blink stimuli paired with the CS. In all three phases the EMG of the orbicularis oculi muscles were recorded. Skin conductance and the heart rate were measured to obtain objective data about the subject’s state of fear. Stimuli were presented with a pseudorandom inter-stimulus interval of 13–19 seconds (mean 16 seconds). The interval between phases was 5–10 seconds. After the potentiation phase, subjects were asked to mark their subjective state of fear and intensity of pain sensation during the experimental procedure, using visual scales.

Phase 1: habituation

Subjects received 20 successive acoustic blink stimuli (for parameters see “testing apparatus”).

Phase 2: fear conditioning

Subjects received 20 successive pairs of the CS (light) and US (electric shock).

Phase 3: potentiation

Subjects received an initial refreshment of the habituation of the acoustic blink reflex with five successive acoustic blink stimuli. The subsequent potentiation protocol consisted of an alternating stimulus sequence of three different (pairs of) stimuli: (a) six pairs of CS (light) and US (electric shock), (b) 12 CS paired with a single tone burst, and (c) 12 single tone burst alone. These three (pairs of) stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom order, which was the same for all subjects. Six pairs of US and CS were presented to refresh the conditioning phase. Moreover, the subjects were less able to foresee the stimulus sequence. The following list shows the whole stimulus sequence of the potentiation protocol (T (“tone”)=single tone burst alone; LT (“light tone”)=pair of the CS and the single tone burst; LS (“light shock”)=pair of the US and CS; T-T-T-T-LT-T-T-T-T-LT-T-L-S-L-T-L-T-L-S-T-L-T-L-T-L-S-L-T-T-T-L-T-L-T-L-S-L-T-

TESTING APPARATUS

Acoustic blink stimulus and unconditioned and conditioned stimulus

The acoustic blink stimulus was a single tone burst of 80 dB with a duration of 50 ms presented bilaterally via stereophonic headphones. In the interval between two blink stimuli the subjects received a white noise of 70 dB to mask environmental noise. Shock stimuli (US) were applied via a bipolar stimulus electrode to the subject’s right index finger with a duration of 100 ms. The intensity of the electric shock was determined before the habituation phase by application of increasing

Table 1  Basic characteristics of patients with cerebellar lesions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Aetiology of cerebellar disorder</th>
<th>Date of onset of disorder/operation</th>
<th>Localisation of cerebellar lesion</th>
<th>Total WFN ataxia score</th>
<th>Extra-cerebellar signs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Medulloblastoma</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>28/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Astrocytoma</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>0/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Astrocytoma</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>6/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Astrocytoma</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>21/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Astrocytoma</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>28/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Astrocytoma</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Midline</td>
<td>8/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>IDCA</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>36/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SCA6</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Diffuse</td>
<td>41/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Haemangioblastoma</td>
<td>1984+1991</td>
<td>Right cerebellar hemisphere</td>
<td>3/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Haemorrhagic stroke</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Right cerebellar hemisphere</td>
<td>2/100</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Me=Male; F=female; IDCA=idiopathic cerebellar ataxia; SCA=spinocerebellar ataxia; WFN=World Federation of Neurology; WFN ataxia score: maximum score=100, the higher the score the worse the clinical ataxia.
shock stimuli until the individually highest tolerable shock intensity was reached (patients: mean (SD): 3.1 (1.5) mA; controls: mean (SD): 3.3 (1.2) mA; no significant group difference: p=0.58 (t test)).

The conditioned stimulus (CS) was a white light presented through blackened diving goggles with two small electric light bulbs of 30 W which were fastened inside at the top of the goggles. The light increased in its intensity in a ramp form over 2 seconds. The US coterminated with the CS.

Acoustic blink reflex

EMG recordings of the acoustic blink reflex were obtained in the habituation and potentiation phases. The EMG was recorded with bipolar surface electrodes placed bilaterally over the orbicularis oculi muscles (sampling rate 500 Hz) from 2 seconds before onset and 1 second after ending of the acoustic stimulus. EMG signals were fed to EMG amplifiers (sensitivity 50 µV/division), full wave rectified and filtered (lower frequency limits 5 Hz, upper frequency limits 5 kHz) and further filtered off line (100 Hz). The latency of onset and end of the acoustic blink reflex were visually determined by placing a cursor at the earliest and the latest times that EMG activity in a single trial deviated from the baseline level. The peak amplitude of the acoustic blink reflex was determined within a fixed interval of 100 ms after onset. Baseline muscle activity for an interval of 100 ms was ascertained. The mean baseline muscle activity was subtracted from the peak amplitude of the acoustic blink reflex. In the habituation phase the peak amplitude of the blink reflex was normalised by assigning an arbitrary value of 100% to each subject’s mean of all 20 trials. In the potentiation phase the peak amplitude of the blink reflex was normalised by assigning an arbitrary value of 100% to each subject’s mean of peak amplitudes evoked by all 24 single tone and paired CS tone trials during the potentiation phase. There was no significant difference between the results of the subject’s left and right side. Therefore the means of both sides are presented together.

Heart rate and skin conductance

Heart rate and skin conductance response were obtained in the fear conditioning phase. The heart rate was recorded via limb leads from 2 seconds before until 8 seconds after the CS-US pairs. Skin conductance was measured using two electrodes placed at the ball of the subject’s left thumb and the ball of the fifth finger. The peak amplitude of the skin conductance response in the interval of 1 to 8 seconds after the end of the unconditioned stimulus (electric shock) was defined. Because of the short CS-US window, we were not able to investigate the first and second interval response of the skin conductance separately.

Subjective state of fear and pain sensation

After the end of the potentiation phase the subjects were asked to mark on a line with a length of 16 cm their state of fear and pain sensation, with the left end representing “no fear” and the right end “strongest fear you can imagine”, respectively “no pain” and “strongest pain you can imagine”. Furthermore, subjects were asked to name a number from 0 to 10 to describe their state of fear and intensity of pain sensation during the experiment with 0 representing “no fear” or “no pain”, and 10 “strongest fear you can imagine” or “strongest pain you can imagine”. All parameters were not significantly different between both groups (all p values>0.2 (t test)).

Results

The results for the eight patients with involvement of the medial cerebellum will be presented first. The results for the two patients with lateral cerebellar lesions will be presented separately at the end of this section.

HABITUATION PHASE

The recordings of the orbicularis oculi muscles showed a significant habituation effect within few trials in both the cerebellar and control groups (fig 1).
Characteristic examples of a control subject and a cerebellar patient are shown in figure 2 A and B.

For group comparisons the normalised peak amplitudes of the acoustic blink reflex of successive blocks of four trials were averaged (=5 blocks). The univariate repeated measures analysis (MANOVA, group=between subject factor, block=within subject factor) disclosed a significant habituation effect of the peak amplitudes of the acoustic blink reflex (block effect p<0.001) and showed no significant differences between cerebellar patients and control subjects (group×block interaction: p=0.886).

FEAR CONDITIONING PHASE
In the fear conditioning phase the maximal amplitudes of the skin conductance response were significantly higher in the control group compared with the cerebellar group. In both groups the maximal amplitudes of the skin conductance response decreased within the 20 trials. Figure 3 shows the maximal skin conductance responses of both groups in five blocks of four trials. There was no significant difference of the mean or change of heart rate comparing the cerebellar and control groups during the fear conditioning phase.

For group comparisons heart rate and skin conductance response were averaged in blocks of four successive trials (=5 blocks). The univariate repeated measures analysis with maximal amplitudes of the skin conductance response as dependent variable showed a significant group (p=0.03) and a significant block effect (p=0.006) but no significant group×block interaction (p=0.148). Post hoc testing showed a significant smaller mean maximal amplitude of the skin conductance response in the group of patients than in the control group (t-test; p<0.01). The multivariate analysis with mean heart rate and SD of the heart rate as dependent variables showed no group (p=0.373), block (p=0.216), or group×block effect (p=0.446). There was no correlation between the results of the mean heart rate and the skin conductance response (R=0.122, Pearson’s correlation coefficient; p=0.607).

POTENTIATION PHASE
The potentiation effect was determined as the difference in the normalised peak amplitude of the acoustic blink reflex evoked by the CS tone pairs and evoked by the tone alone trials.

The potentiation effect was significantly larger in control subjects than in the group of patients (fig 4). Fig 2 C and D shows the significant increase in blink reflex amplitude in paired trials in one representative control subject, whereas no change in amplitude was seen in a patient with a midline cerebellar lesion (subject 6 in the table).

In controls, the peak amplitude of the acoustic blink reflex evoked by the single tone burst paired with the CS (mean (SD) 110.8 (17.9)%) was larger than the peak amplitude...
evoked by a single tone burst (mean (SD) 89.2 (17.9)%). The mean potentiation effect in controls was 21.6 % (SD 35.6%). The patient group showed a comparable blink reflex evoked by the single tone burst alone (mean (SD) peak amplitude 103.2 (7.6)%). By contrast with controls, the mean (SD) peak amplitude evoked by the single tone burst paired with the CS did not increase (96.8 (7.6)%). The difference between the mean peak amplitudes evoked by the two different kinds of stimuli was 6.4% (SD 15.3%) in the cerebellar group.

A univariate analysis (group=between subject factor, condition (tone alone trials v CS-tone pairs) =within subject factors) with normalised peak amplitudes as dependent variables was performed. This analysis showed a statistically significant group effect (p<0.001) and interaction of group and condition (p=0.048), which reflected the higher potentiation effect in the control group as compared to the cerebellar group. There was no statistically significant condition effect (p>0.2). Omission of the two patients with degenerative disease showed similar results—that is, post hoc analysis showed a significant reduced potentiation effect in patients with medial surgical lesions compared to the controls (p=0.026, t test).

RESULTS OF PATIENTS WITH LATERAL CEREBELLAR LESIONS

The two patients with lateral cerebellar lesions (subjects 9, 10; table) showed no disturbances of the acoustic blink reflex habituation. Shock intensity, skin conductance response, and heart rate were not significantly different from the controls.

Both patients with lateral cerebellar lesions showed provable potentiation effects during the potentiation phase which were in the range
of the control subjects. Patient 9 showed a mean normalised peak amplitude evoked by the single tone burst alone of 93.6% and evoked by the single tone burst paired with the CS of 106.4%. Patient 10 had a mean normalised peak amplitude evoked by the single tone burst of 82.6% and evoked by the single tone burst paired with the CS of 117.4%. Thus, the potentiation effect was 12.8% for patient 9 and 34.8% for patient 10 and therefore within normal limits.

Discussion
The results of the three phases of fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex—that is, habituation, fear conditioning, and potentiation—will be discussed separately. Unless otherwise stated, the patient group refers to the group of patients with lesions involving the medial cerebellum. The findings in the two patients with lateral cerebellar lesions will be discussed in a separate paragraph at the end of this section.

HABITUATION OF THE ACOUTIC BINK REFLEX
Our results showed a significant habituation of the acoustic blink reflex within 20 trials in both the control group and the patient group. The findings of preserved habituation effects in patients with medial cerebellar lesions are supported by animal studies, which showed that short term habituation of the startle reflex depends critically on the brain stem, but not on the cerebellum.

At first sight contradictory, a previous PET study of our group demonstrated a significant decrease of cerebral blood flow in medial parts of the cerebellum during ongoing habituation of the startle reflex in healthy subjects. However, the interstimulus interval was significantly longer in our PET study compared with the present study (10 minutes vs 13–19 seconds). Previous animal studies showed that lesions of the vermis eliminate long term habituation of the startle reflex, but not short term habituation. Therefore, the change of vermal effects in our PET study might well reflect a form of long term habituation.

In summary, the present findings suggest that the medial cerebellum is not essentially involved in short term habituation of the acoustic blink reflex in humans.

FEAR CONDITIONING
The heart rate and skin conductance response were measured to obtain objective data representing the state of fear during the fear conditioning phase.

The mean values of the maximal amplitude of the skin conductance response were significantly lower in the patient group than in the control group. It should be emphasised that the lower amplitude in patients did not correlate with a lower state of subjective fear or shock intensity. Therefore, the lower amplitude of skin conductance responses in cerebellar patients may suggest a possible involvement of the cerebellum in autonomic functions. Interestingly, there is increasing evidence of non-motor functions of the human cerebellum such as in certain cognitive tasks, behaviour, and attention, including anecdotal reports of autonomic dysfunction in patients with vermal cerebellar lesions.

However, inspection of the time course of changes in amplitude of the skin conductance response during the conditioning phase disclosed no difference between control subjects and cerebellar patients. These results agree with those of Daum et al findings of intact electrodermal conditioning in an eyelid conditioning paradigm in cerebellar patients. Both the present negative findings and those of Daum et al however, must be interpreted with caution. Daum et al pointed out that because eyelid conditioning requires a CS-US interval shorter than 1 second, and given the long and variable unconditioned skin conductance onsets, their study could not assess CRs and URs independently. Although the CS-US interval used in the present study was significantly longer (2 seconds) CRs and URs were indistinguishable in most cases, and therefore the peak amplitude of the entire response was assessed. Furthermore, both groups showed a decline of the peak amplitudes of the skin conductance response within the conditioning phase. The decline of the peak amplitudes may reflect habituation rather than conditioning during the fear conditioning phase.

Neither the subjective data of fear nor the results of mean heart rate and changes of heart rate during the fear conditioning phase showed significant differences between the control and patient groups. However, our findings did not show significant conditioning effects of the heart rate in both the control and cerebellar groups. Fear conditioned bradycardia has been shown in healthy subjects and intact animals and studies in animals with midline cerebellar lesions disclosed disturbed fear conditioned bradycardia. Similarly to electrodermal conditioning, it cannot be decided by the present study whether or not conditioning of the heart rate is disturbed by cerebellar lesions because the CS-US time window was most likely too short to show heart rate deceleration or acceleration in controls. For example, the CS-US interval found to be optimal for heart rate conditioning was 4.0 seconds in animal studies.

In summary, the lower amplitude of the skin conductance response in cerebellar patients may indicate that fear conditioning is impaired in patients with medial cerebellar lesions. However, further studies with sufficiently long CS-US time windows are needed to clarify if the human cerebellum is involved in fear (that is, skin conductance and heart rate) conditioning.

FEAR CONDITIONED POTENTIATION OF THE ACOUTIC BINK REFLEX
In control subjects the mean peak amplitudes of the blink reflex evoked by pairs of the fear conditioned stimulus (the light) and the single tone burst was larger than the mean peak amplitudes evoked by the acoustic blink stimulus alone. The increase of the mean peak amplitude evoked by presenting the acoustic
blink stimulus together with the fear conditioned stimulus was significantly lower in the patient group compared with the controls. These results suggest an involvement of the human cerebellum in the fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex.

Previous studies looking for a possible role of the cerebellum in fear conditioned potentiation are sparse and contradictory. Albert et al.25 showed that electric stimulation of the anterior cerebellum vermis augmented the potentiation effect in rats. By contrast, Hitchcock and Davis13 transected the cerebellar peduncles without blocking the potentiated startle effect in rats. These findings suggest that the cerebellum may be involved, but may not be essential, in this learning paradigm.

Fear conditioned potentiation may be impaired by medial cerebellar lesions because of a disturbance in the fear conditioning or the potentiation itself, or both. As mentioned above, the mean amplitude of the maximal skin conductance response was reduced in the patient group. The amplitudes of the skin conductance response are related to the affective valence of a stimulus.23 Therefore the significant reduction in patients with medial cerebellar lesions may reflect a disturbance in the conditioning of fear.

In conclusion, medial lesions of the human cerebellum affected fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex. On the basis of the present findings, however, it cannot be decided if the potentiation process itself or/and the fear conditioning are impaired.

RESULTS IN PATIENTS WITH LATERAL CEREBELLAR LESIONS

Two patients with circumscribed lesions of the cerebellar hemispheres were tested. In both patients, habituation, fear conditioning, and fear conditioned potentiation of the acoustic blink reflex were preserved. Although these findings should be confirmed in a larger patient population, the present results of unimpaired fear conditioned potentiation in patients with lateral lesions suggest a role of medial cerebellar parts in this associative learning paradigm.

The present findings are further supported by previous animal and human studies, which showed a functional compartmentalisation of the cerebellum for conditioning of non-specific and specific aversive reactions. The intermediate cerebellum is involved in classical conditioning of specific aversive reactions, in particular of the eyelid and limb flexion reflex.1,2 whereas, as mentioned above, the conditioning of the heart rate, a non-specific aversive reaction, is disturbed by lesions of the verbal part of the cerebellum in rats.23 Likewise, recent PET studies of our group demonstrated involvement of the intermediate cerebellum in limb flexion conditioning and of more medial parts of the cerebellum in a habituation paradigm of the startle reflex.24 27 The present findings emphasise a role of the medial cerebellum for associative learning of non-specific aversive reactions in humans.
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